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A DIAGNOSTIC STUDY OF THE REVERSAL
TENDENCY IN ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL PUPILS

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
A. The Prob1e

For more than fifty years, doctors and 1apnen have

been puzzled by a curlou3 phenomenon of apparent abnormality.

It has been called by various names,

common of which are:

the most

Word blindness, congenital word

blindness, mirror writing, mirror reading, and reversals.

Despite the

naìne,

the fc.ct is that some persons may read

or write in reverse, numbers,

letters, and words.

this tendency is due to incorrect training,
to

ari

to

Whether

eye defects,

abnormal brain condition, or to emotional disturb-

ances, has long been a subject of speculation and investi-

cation.

Research has been conducted and articles have

been published in an attempt to discover not only what
the individual does or how he does it, but, primarily,

why he performs in exactly the reverse of the accepted
method.

From the beginning, the inclination has been to
connect reversals with left-handedness.

As far back as

we have recorded history, left-handedness has been con-

2

sidered abnormal or sinister, while right-handedness has

been considered the norma]. or dextrous.

From these assump-

tions have grown the words designating these two conditions, sinistrality or left-handedness and dextrality or

right-handedness.

Allen and

M.

T.

handed vn?iting".

An article published in 1896 by F. J.

Contab

(1)

calls mirror writing "left

Teachers who have observed in their

pupils the tendency to reverse numbers and letters have

usually attributed it to mere directional confusion,
though many have noticed that the left-handed children
seemed to make more reversals than right-handed children.

This led to the quite generally accepted theory that

reversals were in some way connected with left-handedness.
Gates

(13)

in his "Improvement of Reading" believes

too often children have been criticized as careless or
as making wild guesses when instead they are actually

reporting what they see.

The mystery to him is that

children with these difficulties are able to learn to

read at all.
That this tendency to reverse might lead to particular reading difficulties was impressed upon the writer

after first-hand experience with two extreme and several

minor cases of mirror writing.
cussed in detail in Chapter IV.

Some of these are dis-

3
B.

Purpose and Value of the PTobl1

Much emphas±s is being plàced today upon reading and
the problems connected with it.

It is evident that a child

who sees in reverse or wh1ites from right to left must be

handicapped in a schoolroom.

Though he may be normal or

even superior mentally, his adjustment will necessarily be

more difficult than that of a child without this unfavorable condition.
In this research, an attempt has been made to dis-

cover to what extent reversals are made throughout the

elementary school, in which grades they are most prevalent, when they begin to decrease, and as far as possible
to determine their relation to reading difficulties.

The results of this study verify the conclusions

reached by simIlar previous studies, the most outstanding

being the decrease of reversals with maturation.
The writer has been particularly interested in the

subject in its relation to reading difficulties.

Many

persons who 1Qiew nothing of the exIstence of this con-

dition have become interested in observing the tendency
in retarded pupils.

Many high school teachers are watch-

Ing their remedial cases with added interest.

If through

this study a new hope has been created for many children

who are mentally alert but who are having difficulties

in school, the effort has been worth while.

C.

Source of Material and Method of Procedure

Because the writer was a teacher in Ainsworth

Elementary School in Portland, Oregon, and was personally
acquainted with all the teachers and pupils, that building was chosen for the testing program.

sour

tests were given to each of its 324 children.

Vlhen the

four tests were scored, the total nìiber of

reversals for each child was determined.

Previous research

has proved that there is a greater tendency to reverse
unfamiliar material than familiar.

The reversals on the

first test were given twice the value of those of the
other tests since they dealt with unfamiliar material
and were therefore more likely to give the information
sought.
The 50 children who made the greatest rnimber of

reversals according to the scoring were selected for
intensive study.

They were then given the following ten

tests to determine hand and eye dominance:

winding,

Cutting,

throwing, receiving (with non-dominant hand),

easy reaching,

energetic reaching, batting, eating,

thumbs-up test, and cone ocular test.

These tests are described in detall in Chapter III.
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Special Education of the Portland
Public Schools rendered valuable service tn the giving of
intelligence tests to these 50 children. The results are
The Department of

both surprising and significant.
Achievement tests for grade placement helped mate-

rially

in determining whether the children were working

capacity.
Finally the writer made appointments with the parents
of these children. Through these conferences it was possble to discover types of emotional disturbance which
were not shown on the school records. The parents seemed
intensely interested and many condit±ons were discussed
which probably have had decided influence upon their children but which, to the parents, had previously seemed
insignificant. The particular questions asked were:
up to

1. Has your child ever shown any tendency to

left-handedness?
2. Are any relatives left-handed?
3. Have you had any reason to suspect eye or

ear defects?
4. Any speech defect?
5. Is the child nervous or irritable?
6. Sleep well?
7. Any tendency to astimia?

8. Glandular defects?

9.

10.

Jealous of other children?
Other physical history which m±ght upset the

emotional life of the child?
Two other factors whIch seemed vital were:

conditions,

Home

especially if the home were broken, and

whether the child had been adopted.

Questions of this

type were avoided but the information was sometimes gained

during the discussion.

D.

Limitations of the Study
Vital as the subject of reversals is in its relation

to all academic work, it Is amazing havi little research

material Is available.

i0st

authorities agree as to the

important part reversals play, yet the elusiveness of
this form of behavior presents an obstacle that is

extremely difficult to analyze and investigate.

The

writer felt handicapped in having no authoritative body
of facts upon which to base her study.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF SIMIIAR STUDIES
The libraries of the Oregon State College, the city

of Portland,

and the Oregon Medical School were canvassed

for all available material concerning mirror writing or

Some of the most interesting

the tendency to reverse.

artIcles, and some of the most enlightening, came from

British journals.

Some

anerican authorities believe mir-

ror writing to be more common in England than in this
If it were possible to establish this fact,

country.

it might prove significant.

The studies reviewed in

following

this chapter have been

headings:

A.

1.

Methods of testing for reversals

2.

Occurrence or frequency of reversals

3.

Types of reversals

4.

Causes of reversals

5.

Remedial measures

Methods of Testi

for Revers

Testing has been the principal device used to deter-

mine reversal tendencies.

The administering of these

tests and the results obtained are given chronologically
in this section.

One of the most intorestìng studies of reversals was

made in

gland in 1920 and is recorded by Gordon (17).

The research was made in special schools after it was

discovered that many of these children were left-handed.
The schools were designated "Schools for Defective Chu-

yet these children were not imbeciles.

Many were

placed there for physical rather than mental difficulties.
then asked to write with the right hand,

mirror-wise.
the left hand,

many wrote

At another time, when asked to write with
some wrote in reverse.

ttj5

a

rule the

writing was done very rapidly, without hesitation.....
But there were other cases where it was evident the child

was following carefully with the eye every letter and it

seemed certain that the letters were being formed in
exact accordance with an optical mental image f orr:ied at
the time."

Gordon simmiarized his findings as follows:
1.

One left-handed boy wrote mirror-wise with his

right hand.
2.

Children wrote mirror-wise when asked to begin
at the right of the paper.

3.

A left-handed teacher was asked to close her eyes

and write her name with her left hand.

The

writing was completely reversed.
4.

Iost of the mirror-writers were left-handed

children who wrote with the right hand.

In 1921 Lucy G. Fildes

reversals.

tested 26 children for

(11)

These children, who were reported because of

poor reading, had an I.Q. range of from 50 to 111.
The test consisted of two cards with opposite

designs.

The children were asked to tell whether they

were alike or different.
Orton (38) tells of a series of tests given In 1925
to 125 children at a mental hygiene clinic.

Only 15 of

the children were found to be retarded in reading.

One

of these showed marked word-blindness while the other 14

showed simptoms to a less degree.

Orton noted the follow-

ing tendencies:

1.

Differentiating between

2.

Tendency to confuse pallindrom
as:

3.

'o

and d.
c

words

was for saw.

Ability to read from mirror.

(One boy was able

to read more rapidly from a mirror than from

the printed page.)
4.

AbIlity to write in reverse.

Llarion Monroe (33)

tells of an intensive study,

made in 1928, of eight children at the Iowa State Psychopathic Hospital.

It was found that all showed some tend-

ency to reverse letters in words; all confused somewhat
the letters b and d, p and q, and n and u; all read

fluently when material was held before a mirror; and all

lo

wrote mirror-wise with some facility and unconsciously

reversed numbers and letters.
In another study, Monroe gave this series of tests
to a group of normal readers and retarded readers:
1.

Reading from a card, letters and words,
saine

of which were correct, some reversed.

2.

Reading from a mIrror

3.

Reading from copy made in reverse

4.

Naming pictures, the order in which they
were named being noted

5.

Vriting

naine

with normal hand then with

unaccustomed hand
Retarded readers showed a more nearly eaual writing
More

ability with both hands than did the normal.
stuttering was found in the retarded croup.

The retarded

group showed more variability in speed.
In 1926-27 Helen P. Davidson (9)

tested all ldnder-

garten and first grade pupils in four schools.
were used.
It,

In the first, a key form was given.

Two tests

After

five other forms were drawn, one like the key form,

one reversed.

The children were told to look at the

key form, then look along the line for another like it
and draw a ring around it.
The second test was word perception.
to Test

i

It was similar

in that the first word was the key word,

one
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was like the key word, and one was reversed.

The others

on the line were similar.

Nearly all kindergarten chil-

dren made some reversals.

Though the first grade re-

versals were much fewer, the percentage was high considerIng that many words were f-iiliar to them.

Aside from

this, the teachers had been instructed previously to insure

left-to-right eye movnents when new words were presented.
In 1933 Teegarden

(51) prepared a series

of tests

for detecting reversal tendencies, hoping in this way to

establish preventive measures.

The tests were designed

to discover to what extent children in the first grade

were subject to this confusion and what relation could be
found between this tendency and reading

The

four tests used In this study were:
1.

Writing or printing from memory

2.

Matching written characters

3.

Liatching printed characters

4.

Copying unfamiliar characters

The results showed it was possible to test for re-

versais.

It was also discovered that children with kin-

dergarten training made fewer reversals than those with
no such training.
In the same year, Gates and Bennett

(14) report

their findings of an experiment in which 350 children

were tested for reversal tendencies.

Two groups were
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selected for special study.

The

first

group was composed

of the 26 children making the greatest number of rever-

reversals. The
children had the same reading ability, and similar mental
ability as judged by intelligence quotients. The reversals group made more errors of all kinds than the nonreversals group.
Pace, in 1937, (40) realizing handedness had long
been associated with reading difficulties, prepared tests
for university and hIgh school students in an attempt to
determine whether handedness were still, at that age,
related to reading ability. The university tests showed

sais, while the other

the

26 had made no

laterality

cases to be boys.

Reading

Results of tests given high
school students showed the right-handed students to be
superior in speed tests 96 times out of 100, but in comexaminations were not given.

prehension there was little difference.
In 1939 Gertrude Hildreth (22) gave tests in three
types of schools. These schools were: A public school,
a private school, and a private Hebrew-English school.

reading test contained a word pronunciation test,
three paragraphs of oral reading ranging in difficulty
from the first to the fourth or fifth grade level, and
The

perception copying test of increasing difficulty.
Finally, intelligence quotients were secured. The medians
a
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were reported as follows:

Public school

loo

Private school

119

Hebrew school

116

Lillian

(55), in 1939, selected for her study
two groups of children, a control group and an experanental
group. The children of the first group were of average
achievement in reading while those of the second group
Vlolfe

retarded at least two years. The children were the
saine age chronologically, all having average intelligence
with no special defects, and all were from unilingual,
American-born families of the middle class. In these
tezts the ezperimental group or the retarded children
made a reater nnber of partial arid complete reversals
in all tests than the control group. The conclusion was
that the control group had established left to right
niovnents while the experimental group had not yet reached
this stage.
were

A

study of these tests shows:
1.

It is possible

to

test for reversals.

2. Retarded readers show more nearly equal

writing ability with both hands than

do

the normal.
3. IJore

stuttering is found in the retarded

group.
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4.

Retarded children show more variability
in speed.

5.

A reversals group makes more errors of all
kinds than a non-reversals group.

6.

Kindergarten children make more reversais
than children

in

the first grade.

7.

Reversal3 decrease with maturation.

8.

Unfamiliar items are more often reversed
than familiar ones.

9.

Left-handed children are inclined to make
more reversals than right-handed children.

10. An appreciable percentage

of children show

some tendency to reverse.
11.

There is no marked tendency to consistency
in making reversals.

12.

Some words and symbols are more easily

reversed than others.
B.

Occurrence or Freauency of Reversals
The fact that primary children appear to reverse

more frequently than other age groups presents an
interesting and perplexing study.

A number of research

workers have investigated this phase of the general
problem.

Some of the more significant findings are

included in this section.
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Teegarden in ttTests for the Tendency to Reversal in
Reading" (51) summarizes results of the tests as follows:
1.

The reversal tendency may be entirely absent
or it may be extreme.

2.

The reversal tendency bears a close

relation to reading achievement at
the end of the
3.

first year.

Correlation between reversal scores and
reading achievement is .541 for children

with kindergarten training; .769 for nonkindergarten children.
Hildreth (22) niade these conclusions:
1.

The frequency of reversals declined in

the higher grades.
2.

The number of reversals was low as corn-

pared with other errors.
3.

An appreciable number of children showed
no tendency to reverse.

4.

Sorne

words and symbols were more easily

reversed than others.
5.

Items most often reversed were the

unfamiliar ones.
reversals seemed logical.

6.

Scìie

7.

Children in private schools made more

reversals than public school children.
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8.

No

cases of pure mirror writing were found.

9. Left-handed children made

slightly

more

reversals than right-handed children.
However, the author makes this assertion: "The
inconsistency of the reversal tendency prevents a
conclusion that the reversal tendency is a cause of poor
reading.tt

Betts (4) in his tt?revention and Correction of
Reading Difficultiestt believes that saine children exhibIt
a tendency to reverse until seven and one half years of
age and that confusion Is encountered if these children
are placed in reading situations before that time. He
also contendz that the dextro-sinistrad (left-handed
changed to right) normally resorts to mirror writing.
An article by Dr. Orton (36) published in 1939,
asserts that the normal adult uses only one side of his
brain. The conflIct conies in the effort to decide which
side of the brain shall be used, as Orton believes ten
per cent of our school population encounters some difficulty in establishing one-sided brain dominance. A
combination of heredity and environment determines dominance

finally.

reversals
have been connected with left-handedness. While this is
still considered one factor, many others are perhaps as

It is noticeable that

from the beginning,
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important.
1.

The articles reviewed above show:

Some rIght-handed persons write mirrorwise.

2.

The reversal tendency apparently has little
or no association vith intelligence.

3.

Eventual recovery is possible.

4.

It can be diagnosed.

5.

The reversal tendency may be absent or it

may be extreme.
6.

The reversal tendency bears a close rela-

tionshp

to reading achIevement at the

end of the first year.
7.

The child with the lesser reversal tendency

will make the greater progress in school,

other things being equal.
C. Tvpes

of Reversa

In general, reversals

by reading and by writing.
variations in these.
an axis.

are indicated in two ways,

There may be, however,

Reversals may seem to rotate about

In 1937 Wechsier and Pignatelli (52) made a

special study of reversals.

Their conclusions were that

there are three types of reversal errors:
n for u, and N for Z.

b for d,

They believe that in each case

the letter has been rotated about an imaginary axis.

Again,

sorne

words or letters may be reversed while

others are not, which bears out the statement from

Hildreth (22) that some words and symbols are more easily
reversed than others.
Hildreth (22) found the following four types of
iting reversals:
1.

Reversal of single letters or numbers as 3
for 6.

2. Reversal of order as

for

.

3.

Reversal of letters as pan for

4.

1:irror writing as:

.

.f+LA

9S2 I

Reading reversals found were as follows:
1.

Pronunciation reversed as on for no.

2.

Inversion of order as:

Kitty

I

see, for

I see kitty.

D.

Causes of Reversals

Second only to a remedy for reversals, the causes
are of the greatest concern.

Though many tests have

been given in an effort to determine these, and though

much thought and time have been spent in an attempted
solution of this problem, the fact that specific stimuli

affect various individuals differently makes it difficult
to deterniine how all would react under given conditions.

However, certain facts are

rher

generally accepted as
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contributing causes to the reversal tendency.

1.

1.

Left-handedness

2.

Visual defects or abnormalities

3.

Sex

4.

Enotional disturbances

These are:

Left-handednes
As stated in the introduction, left-handedness has

been from the beginning connected with reversals.

Follow-

ing are the results of tests and other research of differ-

ent authorities.
As far back as 1879, Heywood Smith (47) asserted,
"V4riting retrographically with the right hand is an

effort but Is automatic with the left hand."

by the same method, he assnes that

Reasoning

i'Iting from left to

right with the left hand requires the same effort as
from right to left with the right hand.

Ireland
de Vinci.

(26)

tells this interesti

story of

Leonardo

In his later years, de Vinci wrote from left to

right and claiied It was because he wished to "preserve
his work from the eyes of superficIal readers."

It was

later learned, however, that his right ann had become

paralyzed.

It is assined that he fell into this habit

from the necessity of using his left hand.

Ireland also reported the case of a boy who not only

wrote mirror-wise but read it fluently.

He states,
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tiThere is a

physIologIcal tendency of left-handed children

to fall into mirror writing."

Mention was made earlier of the article by Allen and
Contab (1) in which mirror writing was termed left-handed
wr i t Ing.
In the January 4, 1908 issue of Lancet,

Pendred (42)

reported the case of a six year old boy who not only wrote
mirror-wise but who also drew in reverse.
the article was answered by E.

gave in detaIl his

ovin

Two weeks later

Hughes (25), a doctor, who

experience.

He was normally left-

handed and showed facility as a child in writing in reverse
with that hand, though he was taught to use his right hand.
During his years of preparation for the medical profession
he felt handicapped while taking notes because of "the

halting way with which thought followed pen."

In recall-

Ing his early experience he decided to try taking notes
In reverse with his left hand.

His first attempt resulted

in a neat, even, rapid handwriting, much better than that

of his right hand.

He could not read it,

however, but

was compelled to resort to a mirror for transposition.

Later he conceived the idea of using transparent paper
and turning it over in order to read it.

His letter was

written after ten years of this method, and though he had
continued writing in reverse, he still was unable to read
it easily.

He says in closing,

"Apparently during

al].
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those years the centers on the right side, though unused,
were secretly profiting by the training given to the left."

Experiments made with 729 children as reported by
Gordon (17) in 1920 show 30 per cent of the left-handed
to be

mirror writers.

Lost of the mirror writers were

left-handed children who wrote with the right hand.

Gordon

states that in ordinary schools teachers reported the left-

handed children as the brighter while in special schools
they were frequently reported as the duller.

He found

one-third of mixed twins (boy and girl) to be, one lefthanded, one right-handed.

In eight cases the left-handed

child was considered mentally defective while the rightschool.

handed child was

In twelve cases

the left-handed child was very nervous.

Gordon states finally:

"It is clear that mirror

writing is closely associated with mental deficiency, and
also with such left-handedness

as has been brought to

light by tests already described.

It is also clear that

mirror writing is not itself due to mental deficiency
alone as only eight per cent of feeble-minded write

mirror-fashion, nor is it due to extreme left-handedness
alone, as very few left-handed children in ordinary and

physical defective schools write mirror-fashion.
it does not seem impossible that the saine cause

Further,

may in

some cases have brought about left-handedness and also
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mirror writing, that in fact something may have affected
the dominant hemisphere.

It

may have been

a

lesion

causing among other things slight hemiplegia, or it may

have been due to defective development of the dominant

hemisphere.

It would then follow that such left-handed-

ness differed from what is usually termed 'natural left-

handedness.'"
In 1924 Beaufort Sims Parson (41) made this state-

ment,

5poflafleou5 mirror writing occurs only

riong

left-

handed children and among right-handed adults who have
suffered right hemiplegia and a consequent change of

eyedness from right to left-in other words, exclusively
among persons who use the loft visual line for sighting."
Orton (39) believes right to left to be the normal

writing of the left-handed child.
Lionroe

(33) found retarded

children gave a more equal

writing ability with both hands than did the normai children.
In 1933 Seizer (46) believed in his testIng for

lateral dominance, that the tendency of the left-handed
child to work from right to left is due not only to

greater muscular control but that he may see more readily

what he has written.
Tests were given by Woody and Phillips (56)

in 1934.

They state, "handedness..........had little or no influence on the type of reading responses made."
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Among the theories advanced as to hand preference,
Betts (4) names the following:

Inheritance, visceral

displacement toward the right side causing right-handedness, uneven blood supply to cerebral hemispheres,

and

eye dominance.

It

may even be an acquired habit.

brain dominance

is

believed by many to result in right-

Left

hand dominance.
Pace,

in 1937,

(40) naines

these additional factors

as associated with retarded reading:

"Lack of ocular

and manual dominance, mixed conditions of ocular and

manual dominance, shifts in handedness, ambidexterity,
and proportionately high incidence of left-handedness
in the±r hmnediate

2.

Visual

families."

Defcts

Abnormalities

To what extent the reversal tendency can be explained

by conditions of the eye

is

controversial, since appar-

ently reactions differ with circumstances.
As a sub-heading, left-eye dominance has been considered.

Though perhaps incorrectly called either a

defect or an abnormal!ty, it is a variant which is believed by many to play its part in the reversal tendency.
Ireland (26) believed there were grounds for sus-

pecting that in some cases of mirror writing the image
was really reversed.
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Albert B. Hale, M.

D.

(20),

in 1901 accounted for

reversals from the fact that all images are inverted upon
the retina and that it is only from experience that we

interpret these images correctly.

Since the chIld and

the feeble-minded lack this experience, an Inversion

is

the result.

To Hinsheiwood (23), because of his research reported
in his book,

"Congenital Vîord Blindness", published in

London in 1917, probably belongs the most credit for

research on the subject which he terms word-blindness,

both acquired and congenital.

Many of his cases, especi-

ally the acquired, are undoubtedly due to actual defects
to the visual

memory centers of the brain.

he terms congenital may also be due to this.

Those which

Because

children have had no previous experience in reading, it
is

impossible to refute the statement, but later investi-

gation tends to disprove this in our so-called mirror
writera.
Lucy

G.

Fildes (11) after her testin6 program,

reached the following conclusions:
1.

Non-readers are found with all degrees of
intelligence.

2.

Word-blindness is but one aspect of a more
general, yet still in itself specIfic,

defect in either the visual or auditory
regions or In both.
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In 1927 Gates

(1) made the statement that twice

as

many visual defects are found among children who make
reversals and other errors in reading as among other
children.
Orton (38) the next year, however, after testing a

group of children who reversed, found no ordinary visual
defects.
Seizer

of reversals

(46) believes the different types

are due to eye-muscle imbalance.

He states,

"It will

readily be seen that when the alternating takes place
with these individuals they will be unable to maintain
their point of fixation on the page.

As one eye ceases

to function and the other assumes control, the point of

fixation may move backward,

reading of

causg

a

reversal in the

Tests made showed ninety per cent

of reading disability cases had an eye-muscle imbalance.

Compared with 100 other cases examined, imbalance was
not found to be common.

Two cases fitted with prisms to

correct the imbalance showed decided improvenent while

wearing the prisms.
The author names two types of imbalance, Hetero-

phoria-imbalance of the muscles that rotate the eyeballs,
and Suspenopsia-momentary blindness in one or both eyes.
Two tests were given to denote imbalance.

First:

A red lens was placed over one eye, a blue over the other
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while fixating on a white surface.
appear red, sometlites blue.

Sometiies

The dominant eye

it

would

functioned

ofterier than the non-dominant. Second: A stereoscope
used with two columns of digits. The columns were so
arranged that at no time did the same digit appear in
both columns.

Most persons saw only one

alternated rapidly

coli.n at

was

a

other,
some slowly. The test detenninod which eye functioned.
Speaking of eye-muscle imbalance, Seizer says,
"This.......is not generally recognized by the ocular
profession and many oculists are bitterly opposed to
the remedy most needed by these unfortunate children,
who, although having average or $uperior ability, are
often regarded as dull and sometimes as feeble-minded."
In his "Prevention and Correction of Reading Disabilities" Betts (4) makes the statement that "lack of
normal two-eyed vision may contribute to reversals."
The same author (5) considers eye-muscle imbalance as a
cause of reversals, but couples it with near-sighted
and far-sighted astinatism. He recommends not only
glasses but eye training as well.
Monroe and Eackus (34) recommend visual tests for
excessive reversals. They list as visual defects
affecting reading, refractive errors, eye-muscle imbalance, and restriction of the visual fields.
time.

Sonie

from one to the

2'?

Marion Monroe (32) in the book entitled, "Children
Who Cannot Read," published in 1933, found in all tests
given, a tendency for the left-eyed children to make

more reversals than the right-eyed.
Gates and Bennett (14) the same year found the lefteyed pupils not only more susceptible to reading diffi-

culties, but much more susceptible to reversals.
say,

"Lefteye dominance may be considered

a

They

real but by

no means an invariable source of difficulty."

Again in 1933, Seizer (4e) states that the left-eyed.
child is handicapped by light over his left shoulder as
it forces him "to do the most of his reading with his non-

dominant eye."
In 1936 Gates and Bond (15) and Betta

some believe that eye-dominance

(4)

state that

determines hand dominance.

Witty and Kopel (54) believe that "left-eye dominance

may in some cases induce definite right-to-left eye

move-

ment in reaiflg.

;5.

Sec

Most authorities agree that of retarded readers, the

percentage of boys is larger than that of girls.

Since

they have also been found in many cases to make more

versals, this has been added as a challenge for more
future research.

re-

Davidson (9) discovered the boys ruade a larger percentage of reversals than the girls.

She found, however,

the mental age of the girls to be higher.
of Confusing Letters b, d, p, and

qtt

In her ttStudy

which she published

the following year, no sex difference was found in the

reversals made by kindergarten children, but in the first
grade the boys made more errors than the girls.
In the tests given by Pace (40)

to University stu-

dents, two-thirds of the laterality cases were boys.

Wilson, Burke, and Flerumiing (53) in 1939 discovered
a

tendency for boys in the lower grades to make more

reversals than girls.

Their conclusion was that this

may be respons±ble for the "apparent superiority
of girls in progressing in learning to read in grades

one and two."

4.

ruotional Disturbances

Probably rather general is the belief that emotions
play a large part in reading difficulties.

To what extent

emotional disturbances are responsible for reversals is a

matter of conjecture, but there is

a

growing tendency to

attach considerable significance to this factor.
In 1915, Calhoun (6) in his "Report of a Case of

Iirror Writing" told of a left-handed child who reversed.
He stated that it was not a case for an ophthalmologist

but one for a psychiatrist, an alienist, or a neurologist.
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Gordon

(1'7)

many left-handed ch1lthen to be of
perament.

Left-handedness,"

found, as stated under
a

highly nervous

tern-

In 12 cases of twins, one of whom was left-

handed and one right-handed, Gordon found the left-handed
child to be highly nervous.
Gates (i5) believes wrong reading techniques may

cause emotional and volitional maladjustments.

To relieve

this condition he suggests that an effort be made to

replace these methods with correct ones.
Orton (3E) recognizing the almost universal influence of emotional disturbances states that it has now

been carried into the realm of children's difficulties

and

that psychiatrists have

found the emotions play a

causative part when ttassociated with special disabilities."

Under "Testing for Reversals", mention was made of
the eight children examined in the Iowa State Psycho-

pathic Hospital as reported by Monroe

(33).

The fact

that they were all psychopathic cases and that all showed

decided reversal tendencies, makes a connecting link

between these two conditions.

In additional tests Monroe

found in the retarded groups such evidences of emotionality as:

stuttering, clearing the throat, saying "ah",

and tremulous voice.
Vlillard C.

Olson, in an article published in 1935,

observes that many external

sptoms

of emotion are
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apparent to the teacher, blushing, becoming pale,

treni-

bling, laughing, and crying being the most common.

Glands

Quoting

probably play a large part in emotional behavior.

from Olson (35), "A niiber of the investIgations suggest
that an emotional reaction places the

organin

th a state

of readiness for response by additional releases of

energy.....The secretion ath'enin appears to have a well
established function in stimulating the liver to the
secretion of blood sugar, in slowing the coagulation rate
of the blood,

arid

in increasing the sensitivity of the

muscles to nerve impulse.

At times the advent of an

emotional state is incapacitating since the organism cannot make an adaptation by primitive flight or attack.
A

ftndental principle

in management as related to

emotions is that once the energy-releases involved in

emotional reactions are set off, there must be sane
adaptive movement or there will be an emotional expiosion ...... Some children appear highly emotional and react

StIll

in an extreme fashion to almost every situat±on.

others appear emotionally unstable and their responses
are touched off by stimuli that for the normal person
are entirely inadequate for the behavior."

Witty and Kopel (54) conclude that "certain canditians of laterality may be contributing factors In

emotional difficulties related to poor reading.

For

example, a strongly left-handed child whose manual
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behavior has been changed by unwise pressure may be workIng under nervous tensIons prejudicial to effective

learning."
wote mirror-wise is
reported by Norma V. Scheidemann (45). Iothing physical
which could account for the difficulty was apparent, but
The

case of a MexIcan boy

who

the eniotional situation was acute. He came from a very
poor home; the mother was considered psychopathic and

trace of
his whereabouts. The child was normal mentally.
va E. Gersbriyer (16) records the case of a highly
emotional boy who reversed letters and some words. Se
states, "As yet there is no specific test given as a
check on the emotional characteristics of the child."
the father had deserted the family, leaving

no

E. Remed.ial Measures

Educators, generally, are Interested primarily in
preventive measures. But when irregularities exist,
remedial measures must be found in an effort to combat
the dIfficulties already present. In this section
different types of' remedial methods are presented.
Gates' (13) suggestIons for remedial work in road-

"Relief of the emotional and volitional malajuseflt3,f and correctIon of wrong reading techniques.
ing are:
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In a paper published in the Journal of the American

iedical Association in 1928, Dr. Orton (38) offered the
word, strephosrnbolia, meaning twisted symbols, as a

substitute for word-blindness.

He believes the assump-

tion of a certain degree of intellectual defect is questionable but difficult to eradicate.

Since many of these

children exhibit unusual ability in other lines and sInce

many overcome these reading difficulties and later show a
high degree of intellIgence, Orton attributes It to a
physiologic variant rather than to a mental defect, which
Is

definitely more assuring.

Since he contends that

strephosymbolia is a physiologic variant rather than a

mental difficulty, he uTges the use of phonics, directional aids, and kinaesthetic training as remedies.
his article tI3g
a Source of

In

Reading Method of Teaching Reading as

Reading Disability" he states that for chil-

dren of t:is type, real harm would be done if they were
given only sight words.
Seizer (46) recmnends writing on the blackboard

from left to right to correct mirror writing.

For mirror

reading he would use prisms or eye muscle exercises.
Betts (4) would employ the kinaesthetic

method-

see the word, repeat it, trace it, and finally write it,

without copy.
Braille.

In extreme cases he suggests the use of
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i.:onroe

method.

and Backus (34) also suggest the kinaesthetic
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CHAPTER

AN

III

REVERSAL TENDENCY AS RELATED TO TBE
LIOST EXTREIV1E CASES AT AINSWORTH SCHOOL

ANALYSIS OF TI

FIFTY
Tests

and.

research have proved that many children

reverse symbols, letters, and words in both reading and
writing.

In an attempt to discover why this is true, a

series of tests was given to 324 children of Ainsworth

Elementary School on Council Crest in Portland, Oregon.
This school is composed principally of children fr

homes of professional people-doctors, lawyers, professors,
and men of business in general.

The comforts of home have

never been denied these children, and with the most of
them,

luxuries abound.

Almost every home boasts at least

one maid, a fact which some persons believe pa tly accounts
for the difficult disciplinary situation in the school.

These children are particularly high-strung, but for the

most part have a large fund of general knowledge.

Some

few are from homes of the working class, mostly Italian

faiilies, who live down the hill but not outside the
district.
Four tests to measure the reversal tendency were

given to these children.
35

The first test was a series of

sibols, most of which were unfamiliar.

Each symbol

was placed on a 4" x 6" card, printed large and in black
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Each card was displayed for three seconds, then

ink.

removed while the children reproduced the s1mbol on paper
in the way in which it appeared to them.
In the second test the children were asked to write

the ni.bers from one to 18, and to write the alphabet.

In the beginning classes, many of the children were not

familiar with all of these, but
their best.

1.Jhen

viere

encouraged to do

special difficulty was encountered, some

of the letters and numbers were named by the examiner,

the

object being to see how they were made, not whether they

could be named.
The third test consisted of nine rows of words.

In

each row were several words, two of which were alike, and
one the reverse of these two, as:

Qfl

flQ.

The children were asked to find the words which were

alike and connect them with a line.
The last test was composed of nroups of two or three

words.

In each group were words with approximately the

same letters but in reversed positions, such as
i2.!

froth and forth.

and

Two different tests were given, a

simple one to the first two grades and a more difficult
one to the remaining six grades.

In conducting this test,
I

shall name

one and you draw a line under the one I say."

This pro-

the examiner stated:

"Here are two words.

cedure was used for each group.
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After the tests wore scored, the 50 children who

had made the greatest number of reversals were chosen for
They were given ten tests to determine

further study.

hand and eye dominance, each was given a Binet intelligence test, and the parents were interviewed concerning
the emotional lives of their children.

In this chapter the results of the various tests and

histories will be discussed under the following heads:

1.

1.

Tests for reversals

2.

Dominance tests

3.

Physical and emotional history

4.

School history

Tests for Reversals
This study verifies the findings of previous studies

in showing a decrease of the reversal tendency with math-

ration.

Table

I

shows that 46 per cent of the 50 cases

were first graders while 88 per cent were found in the
first three grades.

The remaining 12 per cent were

divided equally between grades 4,5, 6-7.
Since the fourth and fifth grades have only two
cases each and the sixth and seventh only one each, it
is difficult to assIgn any significance

the last 4 grades.

to results

in

It is interesting to note, however,

that the chronological ages show more than their normal
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increase between grades 2 and 6.

This is no doubt due

to the failures that have occurred during this period.

TA3LE I

Age-Grade Range of the 50 Children Who Made
the Greatest Number of Reversals

Average
Grade

No. Ilaking

Chron. Age

Reversals

% Making
Reversals

1

6.6

23

46

2

7.6

12

24

3

9.2

9

18

4

9.7

2

4

5

11.6

2

4

6

11.0

1

2

'7

13.0

1

2

Table II shows the gradual decrease ±n percentage
of reversals with maturation, per grade, per child,

through the sixth grade.

Tests

mately the same average.

Test

material.

and 4 showed approxi-

i
i

dealt with unfamiliar

In test 4, though similar words were used and

the children were asked to underline those named, much of
this material also was unfamiliar.

and supernal, used in grades
to analyze them phonetically.

3

Vîords

such as supreme

to 8, required the ability

The writer believes the

use of unfamiliar material accounts for the higher per-

Test 2 consisted of the

centages in these two tests.

writing of the digits to 17 and the writing of the alphaOnly the ones written were considered as many

bet.

primary children were unable to complete either the digits
or the alphabet.

Test 3 was merely the joining of words

on so of no on.

alike as:

This would appear to be the

least difficult of the four and it proved to be the case.

Special mention should be made of the one seventh
grade chIld who made 8.5 reversals in test

1.

She is a

child witi an I.Q. of 88, a serious sInus infection, a

history of school failure, and from a home where the
German language is spoken.
TABLE II
Average Ni..miber of Reversals per Child for Each Test
Together with the Average per Grade on ll Tests
and the Average Ninber of Reversals for Each Test
for All Grades
Average Reversal per Child
No.

Grade
i

2
3
4
5

of

Cases
23
12
9
2
2

6

1

'7

1

First
Test
4.2

2.8
2.9
3.5
1.7
0.0
8.5

Average per Test 3.4

Third
Test

Fourth
Test

per Grade

0.5
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

2.0
1.4
0.4
0.0
0.5
4.0
0.0

5.5
3.0
6.4
4.0
5.5
0.0
1.0

3.9
3.0
2.5
2.1
1.9
1.0
2.4

1.5

1.2

3.6

2.4

Second
Test
4.2
5.0

Gen. Av.
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Dominance Teste
Various dominance tests were given to detexiine

handedness and eyedness.

After these tests were tabu-

lated, three methods were followed to interpret the

findings.
The first method is one Droposed b

Pace (40) in a

program for testing laterality in which he used the
"University of Ilinnesota Speech Clinic questIonnaire."
According to this criterion, persons with laterality
index below 30 per cent were considered left-handed,

those between 30 per cent and 85 per cent were considered
arnbidextrous and all above 85 per cent were classed as

right-handed.
The second metLod is the one used by Gordon (17)

in

His

his study of left-handedness and mirror writing.

conclusion is that left-handed throwing indicates lefthandedne sg.
The third method, the one ordinarily used,

is to

determIne handedness by the hand used in writing.

The following table lists the variation in the

classification of the 50 cases when grouped into three
types of dominance determination.

TABLE III

Handedness of the Fifty Reversal Cases
.\.ccording to Three Criteria

Pace's

Gordon's

Writing

ve.
3

Right

Ambidextrous
Left

of the

criteria

No.

No.

:o.

%

No.

1

2

46

92

41

82

29.3

58.6

48

96

0

0

4

8

17.3

34.7

1

2

4

8

5

10

3.3

6.7

%

This table indicates the lack of uniformity em-

ployed in determining hand dominance.

Ambidexterity

is believed to be a factor in causing the reversal tend-

ency.

Pace's method shows 96 per cent of the 50 to be

anbidextrous, while the other two methods combIned place
only eight per cent in this class.

The averages show

58.6 per cent to be right-handed; 34.7 per cent, ambi-

dextrous;

and 6.7 per cent, left-handed.

Pyle and

Drouin (44), in a statistical study of left-handedness,
found 6.7 per cent of 13,438 pupils tested to be lefthanded.

Recording the rate of speed as the children

tapped with both hands was the method used in their
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believe any other
method is inaccurate as the child's original tendency may
have been chenged for convenience or by a teacher.
Left-handedness has always been associated with
reversals. An average of the three criteria places 41.4
per cent in the ambidextrous and left-handed groups.
Such variation in detemining handedness would seem to
make this figure inaccurate, yet Table VI shows 40 per
cent to be left-handed, ambidextrous, or to have history
cf left-handedness in the family.
Since left dominance is the factor sought in Table
Iv, the ten dominance tests are given in a descending
scale based upon the left dominance results. The t11inbsup test gave the highest score, 66 per cent of the chUdren giving left-dominance, with 2 per cent alternating
study for determining handedness.

They

right. In the cone ocular test, 50 per
cent showed left-eye dominance, with 4 per cent alternatIng. A number of authorities agree that persons with
:Left-eye dominance are inclined to make more reversals
than right-eyed individuals. According to this test
half of the fifty children suffered from this handicap.
Some authorities consider throwing a test for leftfrom

left

to

handedness; only four cases used the

left

hand in twow-

ing; two alternated. This compares favorably with the
writing test in which five used the left hand.
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TABLE IV
A Descending-Ascending Scale Showing the Niber and
Percentage of Children with Left and Right

Dominance or Iixed Dominance According
to the Tests Designated

Dominance

Riht

Left
J.

Thumbs-up
Ocular test
Easy reaching
Winding
Energetic reaching
Batting
Eating
Throwing
Receiving
Cutting
Average per child

O

O

32
46
62

1

2

2
0

35
39
43
44
44
46
49

70
78
36

1

4
0
2
0
0

88
88

1

37

33

66

16

50
38
28
22
14
10

23

5

8
8
2

4
4
1

24.6

12.3

1T

/0

25

11
7

Right and Left
cl
/0

O

il

19
14

Mixed.

31

.L

0
0

98

2
0
0

2
4
0
0

74

0.7

1.4

92

In Table V the dominance results of the five chu-

dren in this study who wrIte with the left hand are ±ndi

cated in the order in which they showed a tendency to
reverse.
L2,

Case #1 made the greatest number of reversals,

second, and so forth.

"L" indicates left,

"R" right.

It is significant to note that no child showed cori-

plete left dominance and none of the 50 tested showed
plete right dominance.

The thumbs-up test was the only

one in which all five left-handed writers showed left

dominance.

corn-

Batting was the only test

n which all of
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the five gave right dominance.

It is

interesting to note

that only one child showed left-eye dominance in the

ocular test.

Easy reaching was performed oftener with

the left hand by these five reversal cases.

Although

these children are considered left-handed, the data

showed the right hand to be used oftener than the left,
the right being used 28 times or 56 per cent as compared
to 22 times or 44 per cent with the left.

TABLE V
Showing Dominance Results of the Five Children
in this Study Who Write with the Left Hand

Cutting
Winding
Throwing
Receiving
Easy reaching
Energetic reaching
Batting
Eating
Thumbs-up
Ocular
'

Total left
Total right

No.
,

No.
t

Average percentage

No.

No.

No.

No.

i

2

3

4

No.
5

Total
Left

Total
Right

L
L
L
L
L
L
R
L
L
L

R
R
R
R
L
R
R
R
L
R

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
L
R

R
L
L
L

R
R
R
R

i

4

2
2
2

3
3
3

L
L
R
L

L

4

1

R
R

L
R

L
R

2
O
3
5
i

3
5
2
0
4

9

2

1

7

3

30

44

56

L

90

20

10

70

i

8

9

3

7

90

30

70

.o

80
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3.

Pbysical and

notional Histo

The following four sources were used in securing

physical and emotional history:
a.

Opinions of teachers

b.

Information received during conferences
with parents

c.

Information supplied f or children who had
been patients at the child guidance clinic

d.

Test data furnished D the Department of
Special Education of the Portland public
schools
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TABLE VI

Showing the Conditions and Traits Which Mar Indicate
Physical or Emotional Instability and the
Number of Children Possessing Each

Condition or trait

__

50 reversal cases

Handedne s s
Left-handed
Left-handed and right-eyed
History of left-handedness In
family
Ambidextrous
Vision
Defective eyesight
Questionable eyesight
Wear glasses
Left-eyed and right-handed

Physical defects or handicaps
Asthma and related difficulties
Overweight
Glandular defect
Paralysis aneiîiia, malnourishment,
heart diffIculty
Twin
Poor coordination

No.

5
4

10

17

34

4

8

14

28

5
11

10
22
48

24

14
6
2

8

28
12
4

,

Emotional disorders, or contributory to
Chorea
Speech defects
Enuresis
Nervousness
Timidity
Deliberate, hesItant
Foreign language spoken in home
Adopted
Broken home

Personality traits
Jealousy
Violent temper

5
3

10

11

22

6

1

2

12

24

i

2

23

46
26
14

13
7
1

2
2

6

12

1

2
8

1

4

Total

195

Average per child

3.9

2

In Table

VI a

classification

has been made of candi-

tions or traits which may indicate emotional instability.
Some children were found to possess few, yet the average
was 3.9 per child. One ch1d gave evidence of eleven;
one, ten; one, nine; two, eight; one, seven;four, six;
four, five;and eight, four. Two children showed only
one each. The child with eleven has had two grade failures and continues to show a retardation in school. She
is left-handed, left-eyed, overweight, a twin, front a
broken home, has poor coordination, a serious sinus
infection, and defective vision with glasses for correctian. The twin sister is not left-handed nor left-eyed
but otherwise possesses the same characteristics. Her
school work is poor, but is superior to that of her
sister. The boy who has ten of the classified traits is
also left-handed, has failure history, speech defect,
defective eyesight with correction, snd eczema.
Forty six per cent of the fifty children are lefteyed. Iarion LIonroe (32), Gates and Bennett (14) and
Witt?! and Kopel (54) believe definitely that left-eyedness
contributes to the tendency to reverse. Pace (40) names
mixed eye dominance as contributory to retarded reading.
Seventy four per cent, or 37 children, are left-handed;
left-eyed arid right-handed; or there is history of lefthandedness in the family. The thirteen children not
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included in this group possessed one or more of the following traits or conditions:

TimidIty, nervousness,

violent temper, poor coordination, speech defect, asthma
or related difficulty, or were

4.

fron'.

broken homes.

School History
In the building in which these tests were given,

it

has been the custom to permit children to proceed as

rapidly as possible in the first three grades, but actual
grade placement has not been reauired.

DetermInation of

retardation has therefore been based upon achievement
tests and upon statements from teachers as to progress.
In the following table, intelligence quotients of

49 cases show the followIng:

42.9 per cent of the chu-

dren have normal intelligence, 44.9 per cent are above
normal, while only 12.2 per cent are below normal.

TELE

VII

IntellIgence quotient Ratings of 49 Reversal Cases

IntellIgence quotient
130+
120-129
110-119
100-109
90-99
80-89
70-79

Thnber ofChildren
2
6

Percentage
4.1

14
19

12.2
28.6
38.8

2
3
3

4.1
6.1
6.1

*One child was transferred to a private school
because of retardation before his I.Q. was made.

The I.
i.

Q.

Q. 's

of 107.7.

range from 75 to 133, with an average

These data appear to substantiate the

theory that intelligence
to reverse.

is not

related to the tendency

The following chart also illustrates the

range.

CHART

I

Distribution of Intelligence Ratings
of 49* Reversal Cases
19
18
17
16
15
14
13

12
11

Each space
indicates
one person.

10
9

8
7
6

ft.
I.Q.

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

"0ne child was transferred to a private school because
of retardation before his I. Q. was niade.
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In Table VIII the chilth'en are arranged in chrono-

logical order with regard to major
made.

The table also shows I.Q.'s;

niber

of reversals

the decree of retarda-

tion of each child based upon achievement tests; histories
of retardation secured from teachers and school records;
the child's grade in school at the time the test was

given; and results of achievement tests.

The following

tests were used to determine grade placement:

New Stan-

ford Achievement Tests, Gates' Primary Reading Tests,

Progressive Achievement Tests, and Monroe Reading Tests.
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TABLE VIII

Children Arranged Chronologically as to Total Number
of Reversals Made on the Pour Tests, Giving
Intelligence Quotients, Degree of Retardation,
History of Retardation, Grade, and Grade Placement

Case
No.

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

I;Q.

117
122
108

Degree

History of

of
Retarda
tion

Retardation

-.20
-.05
-.50

10
11
12

105
115
128
111
92
108
133
114
101

+ .14
.00
+ .10
+ .14
.00
+ .50

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

114
109
101
126
103
106
88
103

-.15
-1.40
+ .25
-.70
+ .20
-.31
-.70
+ .05

21

120

22

117

+ .67
Normal

23
24
25
27
28
29
30

103
133
108
112
114
75
112
108

+ .35
-.45
-.70
-.32
+ .85
-.90

31
32

112
115

+ .03
+ .71

-.05

1A Reading - Pair

+ .50

-.47

Repeated 1A

Reading - Pair
Difficulty in 1A

Repeated
Repeated
Repeated
Repeated

1A
1A
1A
1A

Reading - Pair
I.Q. Requested by

Grade

Grade
Place
ment

1.45
1.40
2.45
3.85
1.90
1.90
1.40
1.40
1.90
1.40
1.40
1.90

1.25
1.35
1.95
3.80
2.40
1.43
1.54
1.40
2.00
1.54
1.40
2.40

1.90
1.40
1.40
2.45
2.45
2.45
7.90
1.90
2.85
1.90

1.75
0.00
1.65
1.75

1.65
2.14
7.20
1.95
No

3.52
Test

Teacher

26

+ .10
-.45

4.20
1.55

Repeated 2B Twice

3.85
1.90
2.90
1.90
1.90
2.60

Clinic

2.85
1.90

1.70
2.95
1.55

1.45
2.85

1.48
3.56

Demoted Prom 3A

Reading - Fair

states

2.20
1.58
2.75

"Very poor memory".
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TABLE VIII (Cont'd)

Case
No.

Degree
I.e.

of

History of
Retardation

Grade

ment

Retardat

33

107

4

81
101

35
36

37
38
39
40

97
107

ion

+.40
-.40
+.10
+.55

'78

-.32
.00

'76

42

107

43
44
45
46

113
119
105
104

-.20
+.50
-1.10

48

116

+2.55
-.25
+.20
-.45
-.63
+1.00

49

126

+1.25

50

102

4t7

Reading - Good
Repeated 3A twice

Repeated lB

-f.05

120
85

41

Grade
Place-

Repeated lB
Repeated 2E
Repeated 1., lB
Request for test
"Imotionaily insecure"
Difficulty in lA

Repeated 3B
Repeated 2E
Demoted
Emotionally rnalad.
Ialadjusted
Irresponsible
Reading - Good

3.40
2.EO
1.40
2.45
1.90
1.90
1.90
3.40
4.10
2.70

2.20
1.50
3.10
1.95
1.58
1.90
3.20
4.60
1.60

3.85
1.90
1.90
5.45
3.80
2.85

6.40
1.65
2.10
5.00
3.17
3.85

6.45

7.70

3.80
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In column 3 of Table VIII, the decree of retardation
is

determined by the difference between grade and grade

placement.

If we consider those with -.50 or more as

retarded, +.50 or more as accelerated, and those between
these two as normal, we find:

and accelerated, 10.

retarded, 8; normal, 32;

Besides the 8 children who show

definite retardation 9 have records of at least one term's

retardation due to school failure.
Cases #1, #2, #4, #6, #12, #13, #26, #29, #30, and

#44 were reported by teachers as failing at some time
during their early years.

Cases #20, #22, #42, #48, and

#49 are designated in this way:
"I.

Q.

"Reading, fair";

requested by teacher" (indicating suspicIon of

difficulty); "Test requested by teacher as child is

emotionally insecure"; "Demoted because emotionally

maladjusted"; and "Irresponsible and maladjusted".
Case #21 (D.M.) reads well, but, because of her

tendency to reverse, has iruch difficulty with spelling,
arithmetic,

and writing.

Her mother, daughter of a

Jewish father and a Christian Science mother, is dead,
and the child is being reared by a Catholic father and
two Catholic aunts.

Unwelcome as a baby, she was placed

in a foundling home where she remained until removed by

the grandmother.

Later the parents were divorced, the

mother remarried and passed away after the birth of a
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baby boy.

ftDI.tI j

now taught to hate the Jews.

Cases #2 and #23 are sons of elderly parents.

The

father is a musician whom the mother admits is very

emotional and extremely severe in his discipline.

Case

#23 gives evidence of chorea.
Case

43 did not talk until foui' years of age.

father taught him to talk by the use of a mirror.

Ris
He

still has difficulty enunciating clearly but has done

good work, du

no doubt, in large measure

to his

unusually

understanding and patient parents.
How much retardation can be ascribed to the reversal

tendency of these children is, of course, a question.
ut the fact that many are retarded in spite of normal

mentality, as is shown in Table VIII, tends to indicate
that reversals may be responsible for at least some of
the trouble.
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CHAPTER IV
In the preceding chapter an analysis has been made
of the factors relating to the 50 children who were

selected for special study in this thesis.

It has been

impossible in interpreting the data in Chapter III to

bring out all of the pertinent facts concerning each child.
The writer bel±eves that a discussion of the case his-

tories of several of the 50 pupils will add to the under-

standing of reversal tendencies as they occur in elementary school pupils.

UJfl,

Three cases to be designated as
ftJI:fl

"N", and

are discussed in consIderable detail in the pres"J.B." is not one of the original fifty

ent chapter.

who were used in this study, but it was this case which

created the writer's interest in this subject.

The other

cases are included in the 50.
Case

i

- J.

J. B.

iB.

had attended school for one year before enter-

Ing Mills Open Air School in 1933.

He was admitted

because of asthma and frequent colds.

So far as his

academic work was concerned, he showed no evidence of

having learned anything especially in reading.

began to show an interest in numbers.

He soon

Short sentences
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and finally short paragraphs were copied neatly and pains-

takingly from the board, but still he did not read.
The mother was a frequent visitor at schooL
a few weeks, she remarked that she feared J. B.

Uplain dumb."

f ter

was just

The reply always given was that he was not

a stupid child, but it was impossible to determine his

difficulty.
One day a short paragraph was written on the board

and

J.

B.

Several times he

began copying it diligently.

showed evidence of tenseness, but not until his paper was

completed and with flushed cheeks he said to the teacher
as he passed her the paper, "Is that all right'tt, was it

possible to realize what the effort had meant.

He had

completely reversed the whole paragraph except for one
word,

"t2".

The original paper has been lost in its

transfer from teacher to doctor, but the following will
serve as an example:
The dog and the cat ran fast.

hill.

Soon they came to a

Here they rested.
But it was written:

o

to 5çi1O3

Li3dt çioo2 .teo

çipl toD

df b(10

.bstai
1ith this evïdence,

j9(t

ob 3((

93H

JHrl

the difficulty seemed to have

been discovered, but how to deal with it was the next
problem.
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The mother was called and an explanation was made but
she was requested to avoid any mention of it to the child.
fluTing the evening she asked hi

his blackboard.

to copy something from

He sat puzzled for a moment then said,

"On which side of the paper should I begin, Mother?"

he told him to decide.

He began first on the right,

hesitated, then changedto the left side and wrote the

paragraph correctly.
The next day a conference of the mother, a visiting

teacher, and the teacher was held.

The visiting teacher

was inclined to believe the child had written backward

purposely, but after the mother and teacher both assured

her that

J.

.

was not that type of child,

was a case for Dr.

H.

W.

she agreed it

Dixon, the school psychiatrist.

The case seeried so unusual and so important,

the mother

was urged to take him as a prIvate patient.
Dr. Dixon told her that of the thousands of cases

he had had up to that time, this was one of the eight

most extreme which he had encountered.
it was due,

I-le

stated that

probably, to a nervous condition and that

every effort must be made to keep the boy in a
irritating atmosphere;also,

cairn

non-

that at certain distances

from the board he would perhaps have more difficulty than
at others.

been teasing

The mother admitted that the older sister had
J.

B.

saying that he was stupid and couldn't

5)7

he,

corrected this irritability in the
and the school made a special effort to maintain a quieting influence.
In order to determine where he should sit, an E chart
was used and J.B. s chair was placed in the location where
he showed no tendency to reverse.

learn.

The mother

Almost immediately he began to improve.

Once each

for three months he visited Dr. Dixon. In the meantime the doctor's instructions had been followed as closely
as possible both in the home and at school. By the end of
the school year J. B. was reading practically up to grade.
The next year he retuined to the same school and becaae
not only one of the best readers in the room, but a most
enthusiastic one. The reversing, so far as could be
detected, never reappeared.
On November 27, 1939, J. B.'s mother was again contacted. Then asked whether he now has any reading difficulties, she laughed as she replied, ttNo, he 13 an
inveterate reader."

month

Case

2

-

N.

after this experience N. entered a beginning class with this saine teacher but in another building.
This child's reaction to school was such, it appeared to
be a case of retarded mentality. An intelligence test was
Five years

I.1

requested but the child was reported normal.
is

the

reort

plump child.

"Unattractive, large,

of the examiner:

Rit

Wears glasses.

Following

eye turns in decided-

Friendly and talkative but attentive ..... .Rather

ly.

weak in motor coordination and sense of form in comparison with other skills."
She was a leader in ability to think of original and

unique games, yet she was not popular with the other chilThe neighbors tried to be kind to her but she was

dren.

emotionally maladjusted and made trouble wherever she
Rer school work was inferior and the mother's only

went.

response to an appeal for help was that N. hated school
and that it was an effort each morning to get her into a
school mood.
At Christmas time the children made Christmas cards
like this:

me r r

LI

Cista
but

N.

made hers this way:

EJ11(Tt

mtid

Î
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Inimediately the mother was called in for a conference.

Previous experience with this type of chIld was explained
and the mother was asked concerning the child's nervous

condition, whether she might be jealous of the younger

brother.

The mother admItted that recently when the

brother was receiving especial attention, N. had gone to
the bathroori and cut herself purposely with a razor.

The necessity of plenty of rest and peaceful sur-

roundings both at home and at school was discussed.

Her

eyes were refitted, and she was seated there she would

have a

ood view of the board.

Particular effort was

made on the part of both the parent and the teacher to
find qualities in the child, daily, which could be

coií-

mended.

By the end of January she was reading.

From the

slowest group she advanced to the one next higher.

In a

few weeks she was advanced to the next group where she

remained until school closed.

She was now happy in school.

In September 1939 she returned to the same teacher in
the second grade.

àgain she told her mother she hated

school, and In her highly nervous state, created discord
in the room.

This time a psychiatrist was consulted.

found the school attitude to be the mother's reaction

rather than the chIld's.

Gradually the child regained

her composure of the spring, was doing good work, and
enjoyed school.

He

Now duxing her third year she reads with the most
advanced group.

Her spelling is poor and she is still

inclined to be overstimulated emotionally, but she is

socially well-adjusted and is one of the leaders of her
group.

Case 3

- J.

LI.

had been in school three years when this test-

J. M.

ing program

was conducted and he was found to be one of

the 50 making the greatest nuiber of reversals.

He had a

history of retardation from the begirning of his school
life but neither the cause nor the remedy had been discovered.

An exarninaton by the city health office had

pronounced him physically fit.

During the conference with

the mother she stated he was shy,

easily embarrassed,

walked in his sleep, and had a violent temper.
indicated effects rather than causes.

These

She then admitted

he had a glandular defect and that she had felt it might
have interferred with his progress and upset h
ally, but the doctor had scoffed at the idea.

emtion-

When he

was seven and one half years of age, treatments in the

forn of glandular extract were given him over a period
of several months.

The result was he began developing

female characteristics.

Inuriediately the doctor changed

the treatment and at the time of the conference a year
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later the boy's defect had been cori'ected but there was
no chcnge in his emotional condition.

Nine months later

he was placed in a private school where he is receiving

almost individual attention, is making progress, and his
social attitude is much improved.

Nuch thought and effort are expended today in helping
an adolescent adjust himself to his physical and emotional

change.

But much more severe must be the struggle of the

six-year-old entering school, who is suffering from just
as serious an adjustment but of which no one is conscious.
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CHAPTER V

SIThTh1RY,

REO OMI'1ENDA.TIONS,
STUDIES
FURTEER
AND
C OI'CLUSIONS,

Summary
In this study an effort has been made to discover

why nany children, while reading and writing, reverse
spnbols, letters, and words.

complete senterces.

Some few children reverse

To determine the occurrence and

significance of this problem, tests were given to 324
children in Ainsworth Elementary Scbool in Portland,

After the results of these tests were analyzed,

Oregon.

the 50 children who had made the greatest number of

reversals were chosen for special study.

Tests for

determining hand and eye dominance and intell!gence were
given.

Finally the parents were contacted in an attempt

to learn of any emotional disturbances which mIght affect

the progress of the children.

Access to school records revealed much in the way of
retardation, and personal conferences with teachers added
considerable to general information concerning these
children.

The Department of Special Education aided

materially by giving a Binet IntellIgence Test to each
child.

Several visits were made to the Child Guidance

Clinic where it was possible to see at first hand the
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methods used in treating those who showed reversal ten-

dences.
It was found from the tests

dency decreases with maturation.

that the reversal tenOf the 50 children

tested, 46 per cent were in the first grade, 24 per cent
in the second, 18 per cent in the third,

4 per

cent in

the fourth, 4 per cent in the fifth, and 4 per cent in
the sixth and seventh grades.

The average number of

reversals per chIld decreased also wIth maturation except
in the seventh grade which was represented by only one

child.

There Is much variation in the determinatIon of domi-

nance, but an average of the various methods showed that
of the 50 children,

58.6 per cent are right-handed, 34.7

per cent are ambidextrous, and 6.7 per cent are lof t-

handed.
Left dominance was indicated to the greatest degree
in the thumbs-up

Ing thus.

test, 66 per cent of the children react-

The ocular test ranked second with a total of

25 children, or 50 per cent.
is quite

Since left-eye dominance

generally accepted as contributing to the rever-

sai tendency, this test is especially significant.

Throw-

ing, which some authorities use as a determining factor of

handedness, gave four throwing with the left hand, with
two alternating.
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of the five children wbo wrote with the left hand,

only one showed left-eye dominance, which means that four

had mixed hand and eye dominance, another accepted cause
of reversals.
test.

All gave left dominance in the thumbs-up

No child gave complete left dominance and the

average for the five was 56 per cent right dominance to
44 per cent left, which indicates decided mixed dominance

among the five.

Of the 50 tested, none gave complete

left or right dominance.

Physical and emotional history

oÍ'

the 50 children

was classified under the following heads:
1.

Handedness

2. Vision
3.

Physical defects or handicaps

4.

Emotional disorders, or contributory to

5.

Personality traits

Each child proved to possess an average of 3.9 per
cent of the traits or conditions listed.

Fortr-six per

cent of the children were left-eyed.
The I. Q.'s ranged from 75 to

13, which verifies

the fact that reversals cannot be said to be due to low

mentality.
Many of the children with norrial I. Q.'s showed re-

tardation or a history of retardation.

Again we are

faced with the question as to how much of the responsi-
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bility for this may be placed upon

the tendency to reverse.

The three case histories which are revIewed in Chapter IV were chosen because they were among the most extreme

cases studied.
J.

B.

Yet all of them improved, the record of

being over a long enough period that complete recov-

ery seemed evident.

The second case has recovered so far

as reading abIlity is concerned, while the third ïs now

beginning to show improvement.
An interesting point about these cases is that none
is considered 1-ft-handed,

though

N.

shows more left

tendencies than three of the five children who write with
their left hands.

Since J. 3. was not one of the original

50 cases, test data were not available for him; however,
it is significant to note that he wrote with his

hand.
test.

J.

II.

rit

showed left dominance only in the thibs-up

Conclusions
These conclusions confirm studies previously made

and add some few generalizatIons.

From this study we

find the following:
1.

Children with all degrees of intelligence may
be subject to the reversal tendency.

2.

Left-handedness alone is apparently not
responsible for the reversal tendency, as

many children who appear to be right-handed,
reverse.
3.

Eye difficulties appear to be definitely

related to the reversal tendency, since 28
per cent of the children had defective
eyesight.

Ten per cent more had questionable

eyesight.
4.

Lixed dominance seems to be related to
reversals, since 56 per cent of the children

tested were apparently right-handed and lefteyed,
5.

or left-handed and right eyed.

It appears that asthma and similar diff i-

culties are relatedto reversals, since 28
per cent of the children suffered from these
conditions.
6.

Io

one factor is responsible for the reversal

tendency.
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7.

Because left-handedness, defective vision,

mixed dominance, and physical defects can
cause emotional blocks, and because children

may seem normal at times and at other times
show an extreme tendency to reverse, it seems

reasonable to suspect that emotional imbalance
is one of the

principal causes of the rever-

sal tendency.
8.

Children who reverse should not be placed in
classes for retarded pupils but should be

referred to psychiatric clinics for emotional
adjustment.

Recoimnendations

Until recent years, most teachers have been inclined
to attribute the

tendency to reverse to directional

fusion or to carelessness.

had no experience with

Even today many teachers have

extre

to determine the tendency,

con--

cases, and without tests

they are unable

to realize

handicapped some of these individuals may be.

how

The writer

would suggest the following program for the detennination
and the correction of the reversal tendency:

By means of a testing program similar to the one
used in this study discover the children who are being

handicapped by the reversal tendency.

T'ne

foliowinß

remedial methods should then be employed:
a.

Stress direction in reading by guides and

other kinaesthetic methods.
b. Discover,

through conferences with parents,

any emotional or physical difficulties which
could hinder the progress of the child.

As

far as possible, correct these, both in the

home and in the school.
c.

Have the eyes examined for general defects

and for eye-muscle imbalance, and have
correction made.

d.

If the difficulty persists, after a reason-

able period of time,

the child should be

referred to a child guidance clinic.
Further Studies
This study would be incomplete without suggestions

for further research concerning the reversal tendency.

Though reversals decrease with maturation, it seems
reasonable to suppose that the conditions which cause
reversals in the beginning grades might at times
tinue to harass the older child or the adult.

con-

High

school teachers have become interested in this study in
its relation to retarded readers.

These teachers have

found many indications of the continuation of the reversal
tendency in later years.

Problems of this type sugest

the need for further research as indicated below:
a.

A study of the relation of reversals to

retarded reading in the high school.
b.

A comparative study of reversals as

related to disciplinary cases.
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APPEIDIX
Test

i

Explanation
You have been given a sheet of paper with lines
luce this one.
I

(Holds paper so children may see it.)

hold in my hand some cards.

or number.

I

On each card is a design

will show you one at a time and I want you

to make it on the paper you have.

make an X on your paper like this.

First, I want you to
(An X is written on

the exarnner's paper and held so children can see it.)
Vthen I

show you the next one, I want it written under the

X on the next line, the next under that,
the line.

When we reach the last line,

what to do next.
what he is to do?
Now
seconds.

I a

When

I

shall show you

Is there anyone who does not understand

(If so, repeat directions.)

going to hold before you one card for 3
I

take it awa,r, I want you to make the

des±gn on your paper.
is

so

(Caro must be taken that every eye

on the examiner before a card is displayed.)
(On the following page are the designs as they

should be arranged.)

Age__

JII

L

H
F7
--

ECJ

qn

42

z

__

-

tQfl

Grw
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Test 2

Explanation
You have a blank sheet of paper.

Down this side

of the sheet I want you to write the ni.nbers beginning

with

i

and ending with 16.

Turn your paper over when

you have finished.
(Wait for all before presenting next test.)

Beginning here (point to center of first line)
want you to write the letters beginning with

ending with z.
so you

I

and

You will not have room for all down here,

may put the last ones down this side of the paper.
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Test
Naine____________

2

Age

Grade
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Test 3
Saxrple Page

Name

Age

Grade

In each row, connect the two words which are alike.

so

to

flow

bow

so

now

but

can

go

new

tan

can

(Saine

procedure on next page)

Test 3

Naine____________________________
on

so

of

no

on

up

got

pot

top

got

ton

tog

not

go

rot

run

ton

rot

ot

cart

bark

hard

track

dark

bark

peek

keep

keen

peel

keep

leap

chin

thin

inch

rich

chin

chick

hand

dash

band

shad

hash

band

very

wavy

every

ever

rave

ever

pal

pat

tap

lap

pan

pal

[)I

Test 4
Saxiple Pase

Age____ Grade____

Naine

Underline the word dictated:
b end
send.

cat

hat
(Same procedure on next page)

E:J

Test 4

ì

am e

dear

inch

ton

read

chin

was

team

net

saw

meat

ten

dab

band

arm

bad

hand

mar

bark

cold

nap

dark

clad

ban

even

quite

nab

never

ouiet

end

peek

from

den

keep

pal

owl

card

low

crab
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signal

blots

clot

single

bolts

colt

seizes

pliers

sizes

pillars

flies
files

sacred

follow

trial

scared

flow

trail

blower

supreme

tarpon

bowler

supernal

trapan

silver

draught

clod

shiver

brought

cold

froth

brunt

eulogy

forth

burnt

eugenol

palace

perch

place

preach

sliver
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